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Abstract-In wireless sensor networks, many monitoring prob
lems can be cast in the form of distributed data collection and 
centralized data fusion. If the data links from the sensor nodes 
to the fusion center have limited capacity, there is a tradeoff 
between estimation precision and transmission rate. T his kind 

of decentralized estimation system is equivalent to the so-called 
indirect multiterminal source coding problem, and the Berger
Tung inner bound is the best known achievable rate region 
boundary. In this paper, we attempt to evaluate the Berger-Tung 
achievable sum rate for a Gaussian scalar source with arbitrary 
memory, and we find an analytic necessary condition which the 
solution to the sum rate problem must satisfy. First, we describe 
the system model and discuss how the arbitrary memory problem 
can be tackled by utilizing known results for the vector central 
estimation officer (CEO) problem. T hen we formulate the sum 
rate calculation as a variational calculus problem with a distortion 
constraint, and show how to find the necessary condition. Based 
on our analytic form of the condition, we discuss how to compute 
the rate-distortion curve and an example is given. We also note 
that the solution is compatible with previous findings in rate 
distortion theory, which supports the validity of the necessary 
condition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks have been the subject of active 
research for the past decade, and they find many uses in 
civil, industrial, commercial and military applications. Such 
networks are often used for distributed sensing, in which 
geographically distributed sensors make measurements or local 
estimates and forward them to a fusion center, which further 
conducts the processing necessary to extract useful information 
from the reported data. In practice, the local measurements 
have to be quantized prior to transmission, and there is clearly 
a tradeoff between the level of quantization (or equivalently 
the sensor's transmission rate) and the final estimation ac
curacy. With knowledge of the required estimation accuracy 
and the statistical characteristics of the source and noise, the 
fusion center can optimally determine the sensors' individual 
transmission rates and feed this information back to the sensor 
nodes in order to efficiently use the available computing and 
communication resources. 

This kind of system is equivalent to the indirect multi
terminal source coding problem, which was first studied in 
[1] and referred to as the central estimation officer (CEO) 
problem. For memory less Gaussian scalar sources, the rate 
region of the CEO problem has been completely characterized 

in [2], [3], [4]. As an extension to the scalar problem, the 
CEO model with a vector source was also considered in [5], 
[6], [7]. However, except a brief discussion in [8], previous 
studies all assume the sample sequence generated by the 
source is memoryless. In this paper, we attempt to evaluate the 
Berger-Tung achievable sum rate for a Gaussian scalar source 
with arbitrary memory, and we find an analytic necessary 
condition which the solution to the sum rate problem must 
satisfy. First, we describe the system model and discuss how 
the arbitrary memory problem can be fully established by 
utilizing known results for the vector CEO problem. Then we 
formulate the sum rate calculation as a variational calculus 
problem with a distortion constraint, and show how to find 
the necessary condition. Based on our analytic form of the 
condition, we discuss how to compute the rate-distortion curve 
and an example is given. We also note that the solution is 
compatible with previous findings in rate distortion theory, 
which supports the validity of the necessary condition. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 
we describe the system model and in Section III we formulate 
the sum-rate optimization problem for the two-terminal source 
coding case. Section IV then describes how we can find 
the necessary condition. An example for a first-order Gauss
Markov source is given to show the effectiveness of our 
approach. We also indicate that the solution is compatible with 
known results. Section V summarizes the paper and discusses 
potential future work. The proof of the main theorem used in 
the paper is deferred to the Appendix. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

Without loss of generality, we assume there are two sensor 
nodes in the system. The analysis in this paper can be naturally 
extended to the case of more than two nodes. A block diagram 
model is illustrated in Fig. l. 

The fusion center is interested in recovering the real-valued 
discrete-time source sequence x(t), t = 0, ±l, . . .  , where 
every x(t) is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean. 
The source sequence is assumed to be a stationary stochastic 
process with arbitrary memory; i.e., in contrast to an i.i.d. 
Gaussian source, the power spectral density (PSD) of x(t), 
denoted by <px(w), is not necessarily constant over frequency. 
We use V i(t) to indicate the measurement noise (or local 
estimation error) at sensor node i, and we assume it is a 
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Fig. 1: lndirect two-teonina1 source coding 
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real-valued zero-mean Gaussian process and i.i.d. in time. The 
observation at sensor i is given by Y i(t) = x(t) + V i(t), and 
x(t) is the estimate obtained by the fusion center. 

We then utilize the technique introduced in [9] to evaluate 
the Berger-Tung achievable sum rate, R(D), for a given target 
distortion D. Instead of directly calculating the sum rate for 
a Gaussian source with arbitrary memory, we begin with the 
evaluation of the achievable sum rate, Rn(D), for a Gaussian 
source word x = (x(l), ... , x(n)) and the corresponding 
reconstructed word x = (x(1), ... , x(n)) with the distortion 
constraint E {�L:�=I (x(t) - x(t)?} :::; D. Letting the size 
of the source word x go to infinity, we then have R(D) = 
limn--+oo Rn(D). Similarly the distortion constraint becomes 
E{(x(t) -x(t))2} :::; D because of the stationarity assumption 
of the source process. 

For the purpose of completeness, here we briefly introduce 
the evaluation of the Berger-Tung sum rate for the problem of 
limited-size vectors. Let YI and Y2 denote the noise-corrupted 
observation vectors at the sensor nodes. From the discussion 
above we know that YI and Y2 are also Gaussian distributed. 
Based on [4], [5], [6], if there exist auxiliary random vectors 
WI and W2 such that W i -+ Yi -+ (X, Y{l,2}\ i , W{l,2}\ i)  
forms a Markov chain, and if  the distortion between x and x 
is no greater than D, the Berger-Tung achievable rate region 
is the convex hull of 

R(WI' W2) = {(RI' R2) I RI 2 I(Y I;  w Ilw2), 
R2 2 I(Y2; w2Iw I), 

RI + R2 2 I(Y I' Y2; W I, W2)}' (1) 

It is known in [7] that the Gaussianity of Yi and W i results in 

. 1 Rn(D) = mm -I(Y I' Y2; W I, W2) (2) 
Wl,W2 n 

. 1 
I 

det(Cy)det(Cw) 
(3) = mm - og , w"w22n det(Cyw) 

where Cy, Cw, and Cyw are the covariance matrices of 
(Yi y§)T, (wi wff and (Yi yf wi wff, respectively. It 
is easy to show that Cy, Cw, and Cyw are all block symmetric 
Toeplitz matrices. 

In the next section, we will see how letting the size of 
the word x go to infinity can help us obtain a closed-form 
expression for the mutual information and the distortion, and 
hence the problem formulation can be fully established. 

III. PROBL EM FORMULATION 

In this section, we establish the full formulation of our 
problem. In order to calculate the mutual information, we 
appeal to an extension of the Toeplitz distribution theorem. 
We also derive the optimal estimator and the corresponding 
mean squared error (MSE), which are crucial in defining the 
distortion constraint. Finally we will see the rate evaluation is 
actually an infinite-dimensional optimization problem, i. e., a 
variational problem. 

A. Mutual Information 

In [9], we can see that the evaluation of the rate distortion 
function for a point-to-point problem relies on the use of the 
Toeplitz distribution theorem [10]. Due to the block structure 
of the mutual information matrices in (3), we need to apply 
an extension [11] of the Toeplitz distribution theorem to our 
problem. To facilitate an understanding of our results, we 
recapitulate the extension here. Let Ten x en denote a c x c 
block matrix with n x n Toeplitz submatrices as its blocks, 
i.e., 

and 

Ti,j = 

Tenxcn = 
[ T�

:
'I T�

:
,e 1 

Te,1 Te,e 

T(-n) ',) 
T (2) t,) 

r T',j(l) 
Ti,j (1) T ( -n + 1) ',) 

T (n) t,) T(2) t,) T (1) t,) 

If Ti,j is Hermitian, Theorem 3 of [11] says 

1 
1 = 1 jK c 

lim - "" F (Ak (Tcnxen)) = - "" F(Au(8(w)))dw, n--+oo n � 2JT � 
k=1 -K u=I 

(4) 

where F is an arbitrary function, Ak and Au are respectively 
the eigenvalues of Tenxcn and 8(w), and 

8(w) = [ L:r=-oo TI,I(k)e-jkw 

",",00 T
: 
(k)e-jkw �k=-oo c,I 

",",00 T (k)e-jkw 1 �k=-oo I,e 
. . 

",",00 T (k)e-jkw Lk=-oo C,c 
Assign the log function to F and let the size of the matrices 

in (3) goes to infinity. After applying (4) to (3), we get the 
rate expression for the sources-with-memory problem: 

(5) 
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Fig. 2: Forward test channels 

MMSE X(t) 

where <PYi' <Pyiyj, <PWi' <PWiW;, <PyiWj, <PWiYj are the auto- and 
cross-PSD functions of the corresponding stochastic processes. 
Note that in general they are all non-constant functions of w. 
To make the expression more compact and with a slight abuse 
of notation, we drop wand write <P for <p(w) when it does not 
cause confusion. 

To calculate the mutual information expression of (S), we 
need to use the concept of the so-called forward test channel 
[9]. Assuming the outputs of the dequantizers at the fusion 
center, wi(t), i = 1, 2, are also Gaussian distributed, we can 
write the whole system in the forward test channel form 

WI (t) = al (t) * Yl (t) + ZI (t) 
W2(t) = a2(t) * Y2(t) + Z2(t) , (6) 

where * represents convolution, ai(t),i = 1, 2 are variable 
real functions to be determined, and Zi(t), i = 1, 2 represent 
quantization noise, which is i.i.d. in time and independent from 
Yi(t). The forward test channels are depicted in Fig. 2. Unlike 
problems with memory less sources, convolution is required 
here instead of simple multiplication. 

Given (6), the auto- and cross-PSD functions are found to 
be 

<Py;(W) = <px(w) + <pv;(w) 
<PWi(W) = IAi(w)I2<PYi(W) + <PZi(W) 
<Pw;y;(w) = Ai(W)<Py;(w) 
<pY;w; (w) = Ai (w )<pY; (w) 
<Pxy;(w) = <px(w) 
<Pxw; (w) = Ai(w)<px(w) 
<PWiyj(w) = Ai(W)<Px(w) 
<pY;Wj(w) = Aj (w)<px (w) 
<Pyiyj(w) = <px(w) 
<PWiW;(W) = Ai(W)Aj(w)<px(w) 

where i and j take the values of 1 or 2. 

i =I j 
i =I j 
i =I j 
i=lj 

(7) 

Plugging (7) into (S) and after a long series of mathematical 
manipulations, we can simplify (S) to the following expression 

(8) 

where <Pmi (w) = (IAi (W) 1-2 <PZi (w)) -1
, <PZi (W) is the PSD 

of Zi(t), and Ai(W) is the Fourier transform of ai(t). 
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B. MSE and Optimal Estimator 

In order to obtain a solution to the minimum sum rate prob
lem, we also need an explicit expression for the distortion. In 
our case, we choose MSE, the most commonly used distortion 
metric, as our distortion objective. For memory less sources, 
minimizing the MSE between x(t) and x(t) can be achieved 
by means of a simple MMSE estimator. Our problem involving 
sources with arbitrary memory is much more complicated. 
Here we want to estimate an entire stochastic process using 
two infinite-length sequences as the input. The estimator will 
have the form x(t) = [h1(t) h2(t)] * [Wl(t) W2(t)V, where 
hi(t) for i = 1, 2 are optimal infinite-length filters. For known 
h1(t) and h2(t), the MSE is given by 

E {(x(t) - x(t)?} 

= 
2
� 1: (<Px(W) - t<PXWi(W)H;*(W)) dw, (9) 

where Hi(W) is the Fourier transform of hi(t), <Pxw; (w) is the 
cross-PSD for x(t) and Wi(t), and H;*(w) is the conjugate of 
Hi(W). 

The optimal estimator can be obtained by solving the 
frequency domain Wiener-Hopf equations [12]: 

[ H1(W) ] T [ <PW1(W) <PW1W2(W) ] [ <PXW1(w) ] T 

H2 (w) <PW2W1 (w) <PW2 (w) - <PXW2 (w) 
(10) 

The solution to (10) is 

[ ���� � r = [IA1121A212 (<PX<PV1 + <PX<PV2 + <PV1 <PV2) 

We reiterate that Ai and all <p's are functions of w, which 
has simply been dropped to save space. Plugging the resulting 
Hi(W) into (9), after some simplifications we obtain 

E{(x(t) _X(t))2} 
1 1" 

1 
= 

2JT _1_ + 1 1 dw. 
-" <l>x(w) <l>v1(W)+q'm:Cw) + <l>v2(W)+'.m�Cw) 

(12) 

C. Full Formulation 

By assuming that the rate is minimized when the distortion 
target is achieved with equality, the rate evaluation problem 
turns out to have the form shown below. 

. 1 1" 
I (<PY1 + <p;;�)(<PY2 + <p;;;) - <P�d mm - og -1 -1 W 

<l>m1 ,<I>m2 4JT _" <Pm1 <Pm2 
(13) 

1 1" 
1 

S.t. 2 1 1 + 1 1 
dw = D (14) 

7r -1f <Px + <1>'01 + <1>!1 <PV2 + q>rn2 
(IS) 

(16) 



(21) 

(22) 

B = ±(A2<I>;<I>�, <I>�2 + 6A<I>;<I>�, <I>V2 + 6A<I>;<I>VI <I>�2 + 6A<I>x<I>�, <I>�2 
+ <I>;<I>�, + 2<I>;<I>VI <I>V2 + <I>;<I>�2 + 2<I>X<I>�, <I>V2 + 2 <I> x <I> v, <I>�2 + <I>�, <I>�J! (23) 

This is a functional optimization problem and can be tackled 
through the calculus of variations. 

IV. NECESSARY CONDITION 

In this section we show an analytic necessary condition 
which the solution to the sum rate problem must satisfy. We 
refer to it as a necessary condition because if we can find 
the optimal sum rate then it must agree with our closed-form 
condition, but theoretically it is possible that our condition 
could also lead to a non-optimal sum rate. 

As we have seen in Section III, the optimization in its final 
form is a constrained variational problem. In fact it can be 
regarded as an isoperimetric problem with additional inequality 
constraints. The following theorem shows that the solution 
consists of a zero part and a non-zero part, and the non-zero 
part can be determined by solving a set of Euler equations. As 
known from many texts on the calculus of variations, solving 
Euler equations results in a necessary condition. 

Theorem 1 (Isoperimetric problem with additional inequality 
constraints). Let Ui and '(/Ji, i = 1, ... , n be functions of w. 
For the following functional optimization problem, 

/b 
uI�i�nJ (Ul'"' ' un) = Ja f(w, Ul,"" Un, u�, ... , u�)dw 

(17) 

s.t. lb 
g(w, Ul, ... , Un, u�, ... , u�)dw = D (18) 

Ui ;::: 'l/Ji, i = 1, ... ,n, (19) 

the solution Ui should consist of two parts: 'l/Ji and a function 
no less than 'l/Ji. The latter can be obtained through solving 
the Euler equations 

fUi - d�fu: + A (gUi - d�gU: ) = O,i = 1 ... ,no (20) 

Proof See the appendix for the proof. • 
In our problem, n = 2, Ui = <I>m i and 'l/Ji = 0, and we can 

directly apply Theorem 1. Due to the fact that there are no 
derivatives of <I>i (w) in the integrand of the objective function, 
the Euler equations turn out to be merely algebraic rather than 
differential equations. After eliminating the infeasible solutions 
to these equations, we end up with the solution shown in 
(21)-(23). Here the Lagrange multiplier A should be carefully 
picked so that (14) is fulfilled. 

2.5,-----,---,--------,-----,-----r==::::::::::::::ii=il 

1.2 
Target distortion 

Fig. 3: Achievable sum rate versus target distortion 

Remark 1 (Evaluation of the achievable sum rate function). 
We now explain how to use our solution to calculate the 
achievable sum rate as a function of D. For a given D, 
normally we need to plug (21) and (22) into (14) and then 
solve it to get the value of the Lagrange multiplier A, which 
will be further plugged into (8) to completely determine the 
achievable rate R. As an example, we show three rate curves 
for a first-order Gauss-Markov source in Fig. 3. The power of 
the source process is 1. The noise powers at both sensors are 

0.01. The PSD of this source process is Hpl-2�COSW' where p 
is the correlation coefficient. Three rate curves, corresponding 
to p = 0,0.4, and 0.8, are shown. As expected, the rate 
requirement decreases as the correlation increases. 

Due to the existence of the integration and minimum op
erators, sometimes it is difficult to use the above method to 
evaluate the sum rate. Another approach, which is similar to 
the one explained in [9], is to first pick a value for A, then plug 
it into (21), (22), (13) and (14) to get the corresponding sum 
rate R and distortion D. The entire achievable rate-distortion 
curve can be found in this fashion. 

Remark 2 (Compatibility with known results). We have ob
tained the solution to a very general problem which should 
cover cases like the problem of rate evaluation for sources 
without memory. For this case, it is easy to show via a simple 
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notation change that the functional optimization problem of 
(13)--(16) is exactly the same as the multiterminal Berger-Tung 
achievable rate bound for i.i.d. Gaussian sources described in 
[4]. Numerical experiments also show that they generate the 
same rate-distortion curve. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have attempted to evaluate the Berger-Tung 
achievable sum rate for a Gaussian scalar source with arbitrary 
memory, and we have found an analytic necessary condition 
which the solution to the sum rate problem must satisfy. We 
also discussed various aspects of the solution, including how 
to evaluate the rate-distortion curve and compatibility with 
previous results. Possible future work includes evaluating the 
rate function for specific source processes such as high-order 
Gauss-Markov processes. Most importantly, we want to find a 
sufficient condition which the sum rate solution must satisfy, 
so that we can determine the source conditions under which 
the sum rate can be calculated using the method explained in 
this paper. 

ApPENDIX 

Here we provide a proof of Theorem 1, which to our 
knowledge is not found in texts on the calculus of variations. 

Proof Since Ui 2: '¢i, i = 1, ... , n, there exist real 
functions Zi, i = 1, ... ,n such that we can write Ui = '¢i + z; 
for all i. Substituting '¢i + z; for Ui into the functional 
optimization problem in Theorem 1, we end up with 

z/,ni�n lb F(w, Zl, ... ,Zn, z�, ... , z�)dw (24) 

s.t. lb G(w, Zl, ... , Zn, z�, ... , z�)dw = D , (25) 

where 

and 

F(W,Zl, ... ,Zn,z�, ... ,z�) = 

f(w, Ul, ... ,Un, u�, ... , u�) IUi=1jJi+Z; (26) 

G(w, Zl, ... , Zn, z�, ... , Z�) = 

g(w, Ul, ... ,Un, U�, ... ,U�)IUi=1jJi+Z;' (27) 

It is clear that solving this problem for Zi is equivalent to 
finding the optimal Ui. 

The recast problem is an isoperimetric problem, which can 
be solved by using the method of Lagrange multipliers. Letting 

A denote the multiplier, we have the Lagrangian as 

lb F(w, Zl, ... , Zn, z�, ... , z�)dw 

+ A lb G(w, Zl, ... , Zn, z�, ... , z�)dw . (28) 

Calculate the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to 
Zi for all i and set them equal to zero: 

FZi - d�FZ; + A (GZi - d� Gz; ) = 0. (29) 
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Here we follow the notation convention in [13] and the 
subscripts signify the partial derivatives with respect to the 
corresponding functions. 

Since 

(30) 

and 

(31) 

equation (29) becomes 

Zi (fUi - d�fu: + A (gUi - d�gU:) ) = 0, (32) 

which means either Zi = ° or f Ui - d: f u; + A (gUi - d: gu;) = 

0. If Zi = 0, Ui should be equal to '¢i. Otherwise it should be 
the solution to 

fUi - d�fu;+A (gUi - d�gU;) = O , i = l , ... ,n, (33) 

which are exactly the Euler equations. This concludes the 

�� . 
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